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Aegon Classic – Doubles Caty McNally and Demi Schuurs were the defending champions, but chose
not to participate this year. Anna-Lena Grönefeld and Karolína Plíšková won the title, defeating Claire
Liu and Katarina Srebotnik in the final, 7–6(7–2), 7–6(7–4). Seeds Draw Draw References Main draw
Aegon Classic - DoublesOne characteristic of the modern house is the sitting room or study. Most

houses today have a sitting room, which can be a large room with bookcases, a fireplace and a large
TV. Sometimes a section of the house is devoted to the sitting room, or there is an additional room

off the main area, for example, a den. Even the smaller homes nowadays have a den or area
devoted to reading, note taking, television watching, and other activities. With the large number of

activities that can be carried out in a sitting room, there are many surfaces that are likely to be used
for such activities. Therefore, surface area is a very important consideration in the design of a sitting

room. It is desirable that the room be large enough so that one can comfortably work or watch
television, yet also have open space surrounding the desk.
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